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Using the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory, we report on a search for signatures that would be suggestive
of super-heavy particles decaying in the Galactic halo. From the lack of signal, we present upper limits for
different energy thresholds above &108 GeV on the secondary by-product fluxes expected from the decay of the
particles. Assuming that the energy density of these super-heavy particles matches that of dark matter observed
today, we translate the upper bounds on the particle fluxes into tight constraints on the couplings governing the
decay process as a function of the particle mass. Instantons, which are non-perturbative solutions to Yang-Mills
equations, can give rise to decay channels otherwise forbidden and transform stable particles into meta-stable
ones. Assuming such instanton-induced decay processes, we derive a bound on the reduced coupling constant
of gauge interactions in the dark sector: αX . 0.09, for 109 . MX/GeV < 1019. Conversely, we obtain that, for
instance, a reduced coupling constant αX = 0.09 excludes masses MX & 3× 1013 GeV. In the context of dark
matter production from gravitational interactions alone during the reheating epoch, we derive constraints on the
parameter space that involves, in addition to MX and αX , the Hubble rate at the end of inflation, the reheating
efficiency, and the non-minimal coupling of the Higgs with curvature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this study is to search for signatures of
Planckian-interacting massive particles in the data of the
Pierre Auger Observatory and to derive constraints on the par-
ticle physics and cosmological parameters governing the via-
bility of the Planckian scenario of dark matter (DM). Ultra-
high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), those cosmic rays with
energies above '108 GeV, are charged particles accelerated
by electromagnetic fields in special astrophysical environ-
ments. Still, the search for subdominant fluxes of particles that
could reveal either some new mechanism of particle acceler-
ation or new physics is continuously gaining sensitivity with
the increased exposure of the Pierre Auger Observatory [1].
Should one detect UHECRs, and in particular photons, clus-
tered preferentially in the direction of the Galactic Center,
then this could provide compelling evidence of the presence
of super-heavy relics produced in the early universe and de-
caying today [2, 3]. Such super-heavy particles have been
proposed to form the DM [4–16].

The nature of DM remains elusive. The leading benchmark
relies on assuming the existence of weakly-interacting mas-
sive particles (WIMPs) that were in equilibrium in the ther-
mal bath of the early universe before dropping out of equilib-
rium when the temperature became lower than their mass [17–
19]. To explain the relic abundance of DM observed today, the
mass of these particles should lie in the range 102–104 GeV,
which is consistent with the expectations from the technical
naturalness to have new physics at the TeV scale [20]. How-
ever, WIMPs have escaped any detection so far [21–23]. All
in all, the various null results give increasingly strong con-
straints for the WIMPs to match the relic density. Although
the exploration of the complete WIMP parameter space re-
mains of great importance, the current lack of signal provides
a motivation to consider alternative models of DM.

There are good motives for considering super-heavy DM
(SHDM) particles rather than WIMPs. New physics could
manifest only at a very high energy scale, such as the GUT
scale (MGUT) or even the Planck scale (MPl). Such a possi-
bility has emerged from the estimation of the instability scale
ΛI of the Standard Model (SM) that characterizes the scale
at which the SM Higgs potential develops an instability at
large field values. For the current values of the Higgs and top
masses and the strong coupling constant, the range of ΛI turns
out to be high, namely 1010 to 1012 GeV [24–26]. While the
change of sign of the Higgs quartic coupling λ at that scale
could trigger a vacuum instability due to the Higgs potential
suddenly becoming unbounded from below, the running of λ

for energies above ΛI turns out to be slow [24]. This pecu-
liar behaviour leaves the possibility of extrapolating the SM
to even higher energies than ΛI, up to MPl, with no need to in-
troduce new physics to stabilize the SM. In this case, the mass
spectrum of the dark sector could reflect the high energy scale
of the new physics.

Various mechanisms taking place at the end of the infla-
tionary era in Big Bang cosmology are capable of producing
SHDM particles. Inflation could be driven by the presence of
a scalar field, the inflaton, which slowly rolled down its poten-

tial during the inflationary era before reaching its minimum.
The inflaton field then started coherent oscillations around its
minimum potential and subsequently decayed into SM parti-
cles that reheated the universe (the reheating era) while ther-
malizing. The production of SHDM could have occurred in
the same manner on the condition that the inflaton experienced
a steep potential right after the period of slow-rolling motion
so as to generate large-amplitude oscillations (see, e.g., [27]).
The coupling between the inflaton and the particles is however
required to be fine-tuned to a very small value to avoid over-
shooting the DM content. Alternatively, SHDM could also
be produced during the coherent oscillations of the inflaton
prior to its decay, due to the “non-adiabatic” expansion of the
background space-time acting on the vacuum quantum fluctu-
ations [8, 28]. Particles with masses of the order of the infla-
ton mass can result from this gravitational production mecha-
nism. Constraints on such scenarios have already been placed
using cosmic-ray data at ultra-high energies [29], and will be
updated and complemented in a forthcoming publication. In
this article and the accompanying Letter [30], we instead con-
sider particles with masses anywhere between '108 GeV and
MPl. These can have been produced after the period of infla-
tion has ended by annihilation of SM particles through the
exchange of a graviton [11], or by annihilation of inflaton
particles through the same exchange of a graviton [16]. In
this context, the only interaction between SM and dark sec-
tors is gravitational. For this reason, these SHDM particles
have been dubbed as Planckian-interacting massive particles
(PIDM), and we shall use this term hereafter when we need
to be specific to this minimal coupling for SHDM particles
– keeping the term SHDM for setups with additional feeble
couplings. The absence of DM-SM couplings is consistent
with the large panoply of observational evidence for the exis-
tence of DM based on gravitational effects alone. Once SM
and inflaton particles have populated the dark sector prior to
the radiation-dominated era, the abundance of PIDM particles
set by the freeze-in mechanism [31–33] can evolve to match
the relic abundance of DM inferred today for viable param-
eters governing the thermal history and geometry of the uni-
verse [11].

The absence of direct coupling between PIDM and the SM
(apart from gravitational) leaves only a few possible obser-
vational signatures. The large values of the Hubble expan-
sion rate at the end of inflation Hinf needed to match the relic
abundance ΩCDMh imply tensor modes in the cosmological
microwave background anisotropies that could be observed
in the future [11]. On the other hand, even if the absence
of direct interactions guarantees the stability of the particles
in the perturbative domain, PIDM protected from decay by a
symmetry can eventually disintegrate due to non-perturbative
effects in non-abelian gauge theories and produce UHECRs
such as (anti-)protons/neutrons, photons and (anti-)neutrinos.
The aim of this study is to search for such signatures in the
data from the Pierre Auger Observatory and to derive con-
straints on the various particle-physics and cosmological pa-
rameters governing the viability of the PIDM scenario for
DM.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we derive
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upper limits on the flux of secondary by-products expected
from the decay of the particles. We show in particular that
the most stringent limits are provided by the absence of UHE
photons. By relating, in the framework of instanton-induced
decay, the lifetime of the particles to the coupling constant
αX of a hidden sector pertaining to PIDM, the limits obtained
in section II are shown in section III to be sufficient to pro-
vide upper bounds on αX as a function of MX . Here αX is the
gauge coupling constant of a hidden non-abelian symmetry
possibly unified with SM interactions at a high scale. In sec-
tion IV, we use the results obtained in [11, 16] for the PIDM
scenario to relate the reheating temperature Trh (the tempera-
ture at the end of the reheating era), the Hubble expansion rate
Hinf and the mass of the particles MX to the relic abundance
ΩCDMh = (0.1199± 0.0022) [34], with h being the dimen-
sionless Hubble constant [34]. The relationship obtained is
then used to delineate viable regions to these quantities and
αX . In parallel, it is important to assess the possible impacts
of inflationary cosmologies on the astronomically-long life-
time of the vacuum of the SM [24, 35]. Large fluctuations of
free fields generated by the dynamics on a curved background,
because of the presence of a non-minimal coupling ξ between
the Higgs field and the curvature of space-time, might indeed
challenge this lifetime. Requiring the electroweak vacuum not
to decay yields constraints between the non-minimal coupling
and the Hubble rate at the end of inflation [36], which are
propagated in the plane (ξ ,αX ) in section V. Finally, the re-
sults are summarized in section VI.

II. SEARCHES FOR SHDM/PIDM SIGNATURES AT THE
PIERRE AUGER OBSERVATORY

Regardless of the underlying model of particle physics that
regulates the decay process of the SHDM particles, pairs
of quarks and anti-quarks of any flavor are expected as by-
products of disintegration. They give rise to a direct produc-
tion of fluxes of UHE photons and neutrinos as well as to a
cascade of partons that then produce a cascade of hadrons,
among which are nucleons and pions, which themselves de-
cay and generate copious fluxes of UHE photons and neutri-
nos. All these secondaries can be scrutinized in UHECR data.

A. Prediction of the fluxes of secondaries

Secondaries are expected to be emitted isotropically, in pro-
portion to the DM density accumulated in galaxy halos. For
each particle i = {γ,ν ,ν ,N,N}, the flux as observed on Earth
is dominated by the contribution of the Milky Way halo. It
can be obtained by integrating the position-dependent emis-
sion rate qi per unit volume and unit energy along the path in
the direction n,

Ji(E,n) =
1

4π

∫
∞

0
ds qi(E,x�+xi(s;n)). (1)

Here, x� is the position of the Solar system in the Galaxy, s is
the distance from x� to the emission point, and n≡ n(`,b) is
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Figure 1. Energy spectra of decay by-products of an SHDM parti-
cle (MX = MPl here) in the qq̄ channel, based on the hadronization
process described in [37].

a unit vector on the sphere pointing to the longitude ` and lat-
itude b, in Galactic coordinates. The 4π normalisation factor
accounts for the isotropy of the decay processes.

The emission rate is shaped by the DM density nDM, more
conveniently expressed in terms of energy density ρDM =
MX nDM, and by the differential decay width into the particle
species i as

qi(E,x) =
ρDM(x)

MX

dΓi(E;MX )

dE
. (2)

The ingredients are thus well separated in terms of astrophys-
ical and particle-physics inputs. There are uncertainties in the
determination of the profile ρDM. We use here the traditional
NFW profile as a reference [38],

ρDM(R) =
ρs

(R/Rs)(1+R/Rs)2 , (3)

where R is the distance to the Galactic center, Rs = 24 kpc,
and ρs is fixed by the DM density in the solar neighborhood,
namely ρ� = 0.3 GeV cm−3. There are uncertainties in the
determination of this profile. We will use other profiles such
as those from Einasto [39], Burkert [40] or Moore [41] as
sources of systematics. The other ingredient shaping the emis-
sion rate is the particle-physics factor that regulates the fluxes
of secondary UHECRs from the decay of the super-heavy par-
ticles. In most of SHDM models, the decay is assumed to
occur initially in the parton/anti-parton channel (refereed to
as qq channel). The factor is then the (inclusive) differential
decay width into secondary i that accounts for the parton cas-
cade and hadronization process. For a particle with mass MX
decaying into partons a that hadronize into particles of type
h, the differential width dΓi/dE relies primarily on the hadron
energy spectrum, which can be written as [42]

dNh(x,M2,M2
X )

dx
= ∑

a

∫ 1

x

dz
z

1
Γa

dΓa(y,M2
X )

dy

∣∣∣∣∣
y=x/z

Dh
a(z,M

2).

(4)
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Figure 2. Signal term of the directional density, δ µ(n,E = 32EeV),
as expected to be observed at the Pierre Auger Observatory in galac-
tic coordinates.

Here, x= 2Eh/MX , z=Eh/Ea and y= x/z are the various frac-
tions of available maximum momentum and primary parton
momentum carried by the hadron under scrutiny. To lowest or-
der for a two-body decay, the decay width of the particle into
parton a, dΓa/dy, is proportional to δ (1−y), so that dNh/dx is
then proportional to ∑a Dh

a(x,M
2), the constant of proportion-

ality being the inverse of the number of quark flavors nF [43].
The Dh

a(z,M
2) functions are the fragmentation functions for

hadrons of type h from partons a, with M2 the factorisation
scale chosen to be M2 ' M2

X . These functions are evolved,
starting from measurements at the electroweak scale up to the
energy scale fixed by MX , using the DGLAP equation to ac-
count for the splitting function that describes the emission of
parton k by parton j. The energy spectra of photons, neutri-
nos and nucleons, dNi/dx with i = {γ,ν ,N}, then follow from
the subsequent decay of unstable hadrons. Among the various
computational schemes [37, 44–47], there is a general agree-
ment for these spectra to be of the form E−1.9. We use the
scheme of Ref. [37] in this study, which is illustrated for the
quark/anti-quark channel in Fig. 1 in terms of dNi/dx. Note
that to study decays into p quarks/anti-quarks pairs (p > 1),
the phase space factor entering into Eq. (4) through the width
dΓa/dy then scales as (2p−1)(2p−2)z(1− z)2p−3 [44].

All in all, this allows us to express qi as

qi(E,x) =
ρDM(x)
MX τX

dNi(E;MX )

dE
, (5)

with τX = Γ
−1
X the lifetime of the X particles. The salient

features of the flux from the decay by-products of super-heavy
particles are thus the presence of 2-to-3 (3-to-4) times more
photons (neutrinos) than nucleons on the one hand, and its
peculiar directional dependency.

B. Search for secondaries from the decay of SHDM in data of
the Observatory

The features described above can give rise to observational
signatures that can be captured at the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory, located in the province of Mendoza (Argentina) and cov-
ering 3000 km2 [1]. UHECRs can only be studied through
the detection of the showers of particles they create in the

atmosphere. As the cascade develops, nitrogen and oxygen
molecules get excited by the many ionizing electrons created
along the shower track. The ultraviolet fluorescence caused by
the subsequent de-excitation of the molecules can be detected
by telescope stations, made up of arrays of several hundreds
of photomultiplier tubes that, thanks to a set of mirrors, each
monitor a small portion of the sky. The isotropic emission en-
ables observing the cascades side-on up to 30 or 40 km away
on moonless nights and thus the reconstruction of the longi-
tudinal profile of the showers. This reconstruction allows the
inference of both the energy of the showers in a calorimetric
way, without recourse to external information to calibrate the
energy estimator, and the slant depth of maximum of shower
development, (Xmax), which is a proxy, the best available to
now, of the primary mass of the particles. Complementing
the fluorescence detectors, particle detectors deployed on the
ground can be operated with a quasi-permanent duty cycle and
thus provide a harvest of data. The subset of events detected
simultaneously by the fluorescence and the surface detectors
is used to develop a calibration curve such that an energy es-
timate can be assigned to each event [48–50]. Such a hybrid-
detection approach is advantageous for providing a calorimet-
ric estimate of the energy for events recorded during periods
when the telescopes cannot be operated, thus avoiding as-
sumptions about the primary mass and the hadronic processes
that control the shower development to infer the energies.

The Pierre Auger Observatory is such a hybrid system. The
array of particle detectors is made of 1600 water-Cherenkov
detectors deployed on a 1500 m triangular grid. The array
is overlooked from four stations, each containing six tele-
scopes used to detect the emitted fluorescence light. The en-
ergy resolution achieved is 10% above 1010 GeV [48]. The
integrated exposure of the Observatory over the last 17 years,
122 000 km2 sr yr, has enabled us to measure the arrival di-
rections, within 1◦ [51], of more than 2 600 UHECRs above
3.2×1010 GeV. This data set, the largest available at such ener-
gies, is used to search for a component of UHECRs following
the arrival direction pattern predicted by Equation (1). Pre-
vious related searches have been conducted using much more
modest data sets [52–57]. The high energy thresholds con-
sidered here, namely from 1010.5 GeV to 1010.9 GeV, allow us
to minimize the uncertainties inherent in the modelling of the
Galactic magnetic field bending the (anti-)proton trajectories.
A thorough exploration of the entire energy range accessible
to the Observatory is left for a future study.

To search for a sub-dominant directional dependency sug-
gestive of a DM signal, the set of observed arrival directions is
required to match in the best possible way a directional den-
sity µ(n,E) ≡ µ(n,>E) that consists of the sum of a back-
ground density and a signal density built from Eq. (1). The
balance between the two contributions is left free and denoted
as ζ . As the dependencies with energy of the background
and of the signal terms are different, the resolution effects
(in energy) are expected to distort the balance parameter. A
forward-folding of the detector effects is thus carried out to
build µ(n,E;ζ ). Under these conditions, the isotropic back-
ground density above an energy threshold E, µbkg(n,E;ζ ), is
modelled as
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µbkg(n,E;ζ ) = ω(n)
∫
>E

dE ′
∫

dE0 Jbkg(E0;ζ ) κbkg(E ′,E0), (6)

where ω(n) is the directional exposure [58], Jbkg(E0;ζ ) is the energy spectrum of the background built such that the total energy
spectrum J(E) reported in Ref. [48] is the sum of the background and the signal contributions,

Jbkg(E0;ζ ) = J(E)− ζ

4π

∫
dn ∑

i
Ji(E,n), (7)

and κbkg(E ′,E0) is the response function of the detector. In the energy range of interest, the latter reduces to a pure resolution
function [48]. The signal term, on the other hand, is given by

δ µ(n,E;ζ ) = ζ ω(n)
∫
>E

dE ′
∫

dE0 ∑
i

Ji(E0,n)κi(E ′,E0). (8)

Both the response function and the “lookback position” of the
particles in the Galaxy detected in the direction n, xi(s;n),
depend on the nature of the particles:

• photons: a resolution function κγ accounts for a
bias (factor 2 at 30 EeV decreasing smoothly to 1
at 100 EeV) [59], while the lookback position is via
straight-line motion, xn(s) = sn.

• (anti-)neutrons: the resolution function is approximated
by that of the background, κn = κbkg, while the look-
back position is via straight-line motion, xn(s) = sn.
The attenuation is neglected given the large decay-
length value in the energy range scrutinized.

• (anti-)protons: the resolution function is approximated
by that of the background, κp = κbkg, while the look-
back position is using the well-established method that
consists of retro-propagating protons and anti-protons
from the Earth, counting the time spent in ρDM before
exiting the Galaxy [60]. The magnetic field model con-
tains the so-called JF12 regular component [61] and a
turbulent one, the amplitude of which is fixed to equal
the envelope of the regular field.

• (anti-)neutrinos: they are not accounted for in this
anisotropy-search analysis, given the absence of a con-
tribution to the observed number of events.

The resulting density δ µ(n,E) is shown in Fig. 2 for E =
32 EeV. The final density fitted to the data through a likelihood
function L(ζ ) = ∏events µ(ni,E;ζ ) is normalised to 1 when
integrated over arrival directions,

µ(n,E;ζ ) =
µbkg(n,E;ζ )+δ µ(n,E;ζ )∫

dn µ0(n,E;ζ )+
∫

dnδ µ(n,E;ζ )
. (9)

The analysis is performed for energy thresholds spaced by
∆ lgE = 0.1. The largest deviation from the no-signal hypoth-
esis is insignificant (within 2σ ) for lg(E/GeV)= 10.7. Upper
limits at 90% C.L. on the all-sky-averaged JDM(E)≡∑i Ji(E)
flux are then obtained by solving with Monte Carlo simula-
tions the equation

∫
≥Ldata

dL p(L (ζ90)) = 0.90 and are re-
ported as the red filled circles in Fig. 3.

Apart from the anisotropies present in the arrival directions,
another signature in favor of the decay of SHDM particles
would be the presence of UHE photons in the data of the Ob-
servatory. The identification of photon primaries relies on the
ability to distinguish the showers generated by photons from
those initiated by the overwhelming background of nuclei.
Since the radiation length in the atmosphere is more than two
orders of magnitude smaller than the mean free path for photo-
nuclear interactions, the transfer of energy to the hadron/muon
channel in photon showers is reduced with respect to the bulk
of hadron-induced showers, resulting in a lower number of
secondary muons. Additionally, as the development of pho-
ton showers is delayed by the typically small multiplicity of
electromagnetic interactions, they reach Xmax deeper in the at-
mosphere with respect to showers initiated by hadrons. Both
the ground signal and Xmax can be measured at the Observa-
tory. Although showers are observed at a fixed slice in depth
with the array of particle detectors, the longitudinal develop-
ment is embedded in the signals detected. The fluorescence
and particle detectors are complemented with the low-energy
enhancements of the Observatory, namely three additional flu-
orescence telescopes with an elevated field of view, overlook-
ing a denser array of particle detectors, in which the stations
are separated by 750 m. The combination of these instruments
allows showers to be measured in the energy range above
108 GeV.

Three different analyses, differing in the detector used,
have been developed to cover the wide energy range probed
at the Observatory and have been reported in Ref. [62–64].
No photons with energies above 2×108 GeV have been un-
ambiguously identified so far, leading to the 95% C.L. flux
upper limits displayed in Fig. 3 as the filled blue squares.
The limit above 1011.2 GeV (green triangle), stemming from
the non-detection so far of any UHECR [48], including pho-
tons, is also constraining [47, 65]. In the energy range above
2×1010 GeV, the limits on photon fluxes are observed to be
much more constraining than those inferred from the absence
of significant anisotropies. This is because the accumulated
exposure to photons enables us to probe fluxes less than a few
percent of that of UHECRs, while the current sensitivity to
anisotropies does not allow for capturing an amplitude less
than 10 to 15% of the UHECR flux.
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Figure 3. Upper limits on secondaries produced from the decay of
SHDM particles.

Finally, (anti-)neutrinos, another emblematic signature of
SHDM particle decays, can also be identified at the Observa-
tory. Neutrinos of all flavors can interact in the atmosphere
through charged- or neutral-current interactions and induce a
“downward-going” shower that can be detected [66]. In addi-
tion, tau neutrinos (ντ ) can undergo charged-current interac-
tions and produce a τ lepton in the Earth’s crust that eventually
decays in the atmosphere, inducing an upward-going shower
[67]. Tau neutrinos are not expected to be copiously pro-
duced at the astrophysical sources; yet approximately equal
fluxes for each neutrino flavour should reach the Earth as a re-
sult of neutrino oscillations over cosmological distances [68–
70]. The identification of neutrinos relies on salient zenith-
dependent features of air showers. For highly-inclined cas-
cades (zenith angle larger than 60◦), neutrino-induced show-
ers initiated deep in the atmosphere near ground level have
a significant electromagnetic component when they reach the
array of particle detectors, producing signals that are spread
over time. In contrast, inclined showers initiated at a shallow
depth in the atmosphere by the bulk of UHECRs are domi-
nated by muons at the ground level, inducing signals in the
particle detectors that have characteristic high peaks associ-
ated with individual muons, which are spread over smaller
time intervals. Thanks to the fast sampling (25 ns) of the dig-

ital electronics of the detectors, several observables that are
sensitive to the time structure of the signal can be used to dis-
criminate between these two types of showers.

Neutrino limits obtained at the Observatory [71] are also
displayed in Fig. 3 as the continuous line. Except at the low-
est energies, these limits are seen to be superseded by photon
limits in the search for SHDM by-product decays.

III. CONSTRAINTS ON GAUGE COUPLING IN THE
DARK SECTOR

A. Pertubative-decay processes

Some SHDM models postulate the existence of super-weak
couplings between the dark and SM sectors. The lifetime τX
of the particles is then governed by the strength of the cou-
plings gXΘ (or reduced couplings αXΘ = g2

XΘ
/(4π)) and by

the mass dimension n of the operator Θ standing for the SM
fields in the effective interaction [72]. Even without know-
ing the theory behind the decay of the DM particle, we can
derive generic constraints on αXΘ and n. The effective inter-
action term that couples the field X associated with the heavy
particle to the SM fields is taken as

Lint =
gXΘ

Λn−4 XΘ, (10)

where Λ is an energy parameter typical of the scale of the new
interaction. In the absence of further details about the oper-
ator Θ, the matrix element describing the decay transition is
considered flat in all kinematic variables so that it behaves as
|M |2 ∼ 4παXΘ/Λ2n−4. On the basis of dimensional argu-
ments, the lifetime of the particle X is then given as

τXΘ =
Vn

4πMX αXΘ

(
Λ

MX

)2n−8

, (11)

where Vn is a phase space factor. As a proxy for this factor,
we use the expression derived for N− 1 particles in the final
state [73],

Vn =

(
2
π

)n−1

Γ(n−1)Γ(n−2), (12)

with Γ(x) the Euler gamma function.
Equation (11) provides us with a relationship connecting

the lifetime τXΘ to the coupling constant αXΘ and to the di-
mension n.

From Eq. (11), it is apparent that the coupling constant αXΘ

and the dimension n have to take specific values for super-
heavy particles to be stable enough [4, 72]. We now show that
the absence of UHE photons provides powerful data to infer
the viable range of values. Assuming that the relic abundance
of DM is saturated by SHDM, constraints can be inferred in
the plane (τXΘ,MX ) by requiring the flux calculated by aver-
aging Equation (1) over all directions to be less than the limits,

∫
∞

E
dE ′〈Jγ(E ′,n)〉 ≤ J95%

γ (≥E), (13)
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Figure 4. Exclusion regions in the plane (αXΘ,MX ) for several values
of mass dimension n of operators responsible for the perturbative
decay of the super-heavy particle, and for an energy scale of new
physics Λ = 1016 GeV.

where 〈·〉 stands for the average over all directions. In prac-
tice, for a specific upper limit at one energy threshold, a lower
limit of the τXΘ parameter is derived for each value of mass
MX . The lower limit on τXΘ is subsequently transformed into
an upper limit on αXΘ by means of Eq. (11). This defines a
curve in the plane (τXΘ,MX ). By repeating the procedure for
each upper limit on J95%

γ (≥ E), a set of curves is obtained, re-
flecting the sensitivity of a specific energy threshold to some
range of mass. The union of the excluded regions finally pro-
vides the constraints in the plane (αXΘ,MX ). In this man-
ner we obtain the contour lines shown in Fig. 4 for several
values of n and for an emblematic choice of GUT Λ value.
The scale chosen for αXΘ ranges from 1 down to 10−5. It is
observed that for the limits on photon fluxes to be satisfied,
the mass of the super-heavy particle cannot exceed &109 GeV
(&1011 GeV) for operators of dimension equal to or larger
than n = 8 (n = 10), while larger masses require an increase
in n. To approach the large masses while keeping operators
of dimension relatively low, “astronomically-small” coupling
constants should be at work. The same conclusions hold for
other choices of Λ. All in all, for perturbative processes to
be responsible for the decay of SHDM particles requires quite
“unnatural” fine-tuning.1

B. Instanton-induced decay processes

The sufficient stability of super-heavy particles is better
ensured by a new quantum conserved in the dark sector so
as to protect the particles from decaying. The only interac-

1 See, however, Ref. [74] for a model in which SHDM couples to the neutrino
sector.
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in the framework of supersymmetric GUT [80].

tion between the dark sector and the SM one is then gravi-
tational, as in the PIDM instance of SHDM models. Never-
theless, even stable particles in the perturbative domain will
in general eventually decay due to non-perturbative effects in
non-abelian gauge theories. Such effects, known as instan-
tons [75–77], provide a signal for the occurrence of quan-
tum tunneling between distinct classes of vacua, forcing the
fermion fields to evolve during the transitions and leading
to the generation of particles depending on the associated
anomalous symmetries [78]. Instanton-induced decay can
thus make observable a dark sector of PIDM particles that
would otherwise be totally hidden by the conservation of a
quantum number. Following Ref. [79], we assume quarks
and leptons carry this quantum number and so contribute to
anomaly relationships with contributions from the dark sec-
tor,2 they will be secondary products in the decays of PIDM
together with the lightest hidden fermion. The presence of
quarks and leptons in the final state is sufficient to make usable
the hadronization process described in Section II. The exact
particle content is governed by selection rules arising from the
instanton transitions that are regulated by the fermions cou-
pled to the gauge field of the dark sector. As a proxy inspired
from Ref. [79], we assume here that a dozen of qq̄ pairs are
produced in the decay process and that half of the energy goes
into the dark sector.

The lifetime of the decaying particle follows from the cor-
responding instanton-transition amplitude obtained as a semi-
classical expansion of the associated path integral about the

2 Alternatively, the particles of the dark sector could carry some SM hyper-
charge.
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instanton solution, which provides the zeroth-order contribu-
tion that depends exponentially on g−2

X [78]. It is the introduc-
tion of this exponential factor in the effective interaction term
that suppresses to a large extent the fast decay of the particles.
Considering this zeroth-order contribution only, and recasting
the expression in terms of the reduced coupling constant of
the hidden gauge interaction αX , the lifetime of the particles
is given as

τX 'M−1
X exp(4π/αX ). (14)

In this expression, we dropped, following Ref. [79], the func-
tional determinants arising from the effect of quantum fluc-
tuations around the (classical) contribution of the instanton
configurations. Those from the Yang-Mills gauge fields yield
a dependency in (4παX )

5+n1 in Eq. (14) with n1 = 3 (7) for
SU(2) (SU(3)) theories for instance, a dependency that is neg-
ligible compared to the exponential one in α

−1
X . Other func-

tional determinants arise from the exact content of fields of the
underlying theory. Again, the constraints inferred on αX us-
ing Eq. (14) are barely changed for a wide range of numerical
factors given the exponential dependency in α

−1
X .

Eq. (14) provides us with a relationship connecting the life-
time τX to the coupling constant αX . In the same way as in the
perturbative case above, upper limits on αX can be obtained.
They are shown as the shaded red area in Fig. 5. Our results
show that the coupling should be less than ' 0.09 for a wide
range of masses. As already stated, numerical factors could
however arise in Equation (14) depending on the underlying
model for the hidden gauge sector. For example, for a theory
with a hidden Higgs field responsible for mass generation in
the dark sector, the factors would involve the ratio between
the mass of the lightest dark state and the energy scale of new
physics through the vacuum expectation value [81]. Such ex-
plicit constructions of the dark sector are, however, well be-
yond the scope of this experimental study. Although the limits
presented in Fig. 5 are hardly destabilized due to the expo-
nential dependence in α

−1
X , we note that a shift of ±0.0013k

for factors 10±k and limit ourselves to showing in dotted and
dashed lines the bounds that would be obtained for k = 2 and
k = 4, respectively. These factors are by far the dominant sys-
tematic uncertainties.

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON THE PRODUCTION OF PIDM
PARTICLES DURING REHEATING

We now turn to the connection between the results pre-
sented in Fig. 5 and the scenarios of inflationary cosmologies.
In addition to the instanton-mediated decays, PIDM particles
can interact gravitationally. Two recent studies [11, 16] have
shown that the gravitational interaction alone may have been
sufficient to produce the right amount of DM particles at the
end of the inflation era for a wide range of high masses, up
to MGUT. PIDM particles are naturally part of this scheme.
While the observation of UHE photons could open a window
to explore high-energy gauge interactions and possibly GUTs
effective in the early universe, the constraints inferred on αX
allow us to probe the gravitational production of PIDM. We

give below the main steps to derive an expression (Eq. (19))
relating the present-day relic abundance of DM to the mass
MX and other relevant parameters; more details can be found
in Refs. [11] and [16].

PIDM particles are assumed to be produced by annihila-
tion of SM particles [11] or of inflaton particles [16] through
the exchange of a graviton after the period of inflation has
ended at time H−1

inf . In this context, SM particles are created
by the decay of coherent oscillations of the inflaton field, φ ,
with width Γφ , which is regulated by the coupling of the infla-
ton to SM particles gφ and its mass Mφ as Γφ = g2

φ
Mφ/(8π).

They subsequently scatter and thermalize until the reheating
era ends at time Γ

−1
φ

when the radiation-dominated era begins
with temperature Trh. This latter parameter, given by

Trh ' 0.25ε(MPlHinf)
1/2 (15)

with ε = (Γφ/Hinf)
1/2 the efficiency of reheating, is obtained

by assuming an instantaneous conversion of the energy den-
sity of the inflaton into radiation for a value of the cosmolog-
ical scale factor a such that the expansion rate Hinf equates
with the decay width Γφ [82]. Here, the number of degrees of
freedom at reheating has been assumed to be that of the SM.
For an instantaneous reheating to be effectively achieved, ε

must approach 1, which, from the expression of Γφ , requires
Mφ to be of order of Hinf and gφ not too weak. In the follow-
ing, both Hinf and ε will be considered as free parameters to
be constrained.

The dynamics of the reheating period are quite in-
volved [27, 83].3 As the SM particles thermalize, the plasma
temperature rises rapidly to a maximum before subsequently
decreasing as T (a) ∝ a−3/8,

T (a)' 0.2(εMPlHinf)
1/2
(

a−3/2−a−4
)1/4

. (16)

The a−3/8 scaling continues until the age of the universe
is equal to Γ

−1
φ

, signaling the beginning of the radiation-
dominated era at temperature Trh. During this period, the
Hubble rate H(a) scales as the square root of the en-
ergy density of the inflaton, ρφ , which itself scales as
ρinf(ainf/a)3. Consequently, H(a) evolves as a−3/2, namely
H(a) = Hinf(a/ainf)

−3/2 with ainf being the scale factor at
the end of inflation. After reheating, both the tempera-
ture and the Hubble rate follow the standard evolution in a
radiation-dominated era, namely T (a) ∝ Trharh/a and H(a) =
Hinfε

2(a/arh)
−2. The scale factor at the end of reheating is

arh = ε−4/3ainf, guaranteeing the continuity of H(a).
With these reheating dynamics in hand, the relic abundance

of PIDM particles can be estimated. The energy density of
the universe is then in the form of unstable inflaton particles,
SM radiation and stable massive particles, the time evolution
of which is governed by a set of coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions [27]. However, because the energy density of the mas-
sive particles is always sub-dominant, the evolution of the

3 Note that we consider throughout this section, as in [27, 83], an equation
of state w = 0 for the inflaton field dynamics.
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Figure 6. Constraints in the (Hinf,MX ) plane. The red region is ex-
cluded by the non-observation of tensor modes in the cosmic mi-
crowave background [11, 84]. The regions of viable (Hinf,MX ) val-
ues needed to set the right abundance of DM are delineated by the
curves for different values of reheating efficiency ε [85] from dark
blue (ε = 1) to lighter ones (ε = 10−4), while values above (below)
the lines lead to overabundance of (negligible quantity of) DM. Ad-
ditional constraints from the non-observation of instanton-induced
decay of SHDM particles allow for excluding the mass ranges in the
regions to the right of the vertical lines, for the specified value of the
dark-sector gauge coupling.

inflationary and radiation energy densities largely decouple
from the time evolution of the X-particle density nX . In addi-
tion, because PIDM particles interact through gravitation only,
they never come to thermal equilibrium. In this case, the col-
lision term in the Boltzmann equation can be approximated as
a source term only,

dnX (t)
dt

+3H(t)nX (t)'∑
i

n2
i (t)γi. (17)

Here, the sum in the right hand side stands for the contribu-
tions from the SM and inflationary sectors. In the SM sector,
ni = m2

X T K2(MX/T )/(2π2) [6], with K2(x) being the modi-
fied Bessel function of the second kind, and γi = 〈σv〉 is the
thermal-averaged cross section times velocity describing the
SM+SM→PIDM+PIDM reaction [11, 85], which behaves as
M2

X/M4
Pl for MX � T and as T 2/M4

Pl for MX � T . In the infla-
tionary sector, ni = ρinf(ainf/a)3/Mφ , with Mφ = 3×1013 GeV
in the following, and the production rate γi describes the
φ + φ →PIDM+PIDM reaction [16]. In both SM and infla-
tionary sectors, the production rates γi for fermionic DM are
considered in the following. Introducing the dimensionless
abundance YX = nX a3/T 3

rh to absorb the expansion of the uni-
verse, and using aH(a)dt = da from the definition of the Hub-
ble parameter, Eq. (17) becomes

dYX (a)
da

' a2

T 3
rhH(a) ∑

i
n2

i (a)γi, (18)

which, using the dynamics of the expansion rate during re-
heating described above, yields the present-day dimensionless

abundance YX ,0 assuming YX ,inf = 0. The present-day relic
abundance, ΩCDM, can then be related to MX , Hinf, and ε

through [11]

ΩCDMh2 = 9.2×1024 ε4MX

MPl
YX ,0. (19)

The viable (Hinf,MX ) parameter space is delineated by
the curves corresponding to different values of ε in Fig. 6,
from dark blue (ε = 1) to lighter ones (ε = 10−4). As
the source term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) raises faster with
Hinf than T 3

rhH(a), YX is a rising function of Hinf, and val-
ues for (Hinf,MX ) above (below) the lines lead to overabun-
dance of (negligible quantity of) DM. For high efficiencies
(corresponding to short duration of the reheating era), the
SM+SM→PIDM+PIDM reaction allows for a wide range of
MX values to fulfill Eq. (19). For MX to be around the GUT
scale, the expansion rate Hinf (being the proxy of the energy
scale of the inflation) must be sufficiently high. Arbitrarily
large values of Hinf are however not permitted because of the
95% C.L. limits on the tensor-to-scalar ratio in the cosmic mi-
crowave background anisotropies, which, once converted into
limits on the energy scale of inflation when the pivot scale ex-
its the Hubble radius [11, 84], yield Hinf ≤ 4.9×10−6MPl. For
efficiencies below ' 0.01, the φ + φ →PIDM+PIDM reac-
tion allows for solutions in a narrower range of the (Hinf,MX )
plane, with in particular MX ≤Mφ as a result of the kinematic
suppression in the corresponding rate γi [16].

A clear signature of the PIDM scenario could be the detec-
tion of UHE photons produced by the instanton-induced decay
of the PIDM particles – so that no coupling between the sec-
tors is required except gravitation. The excluded mass ranges
obtained from the non-observation of instanton-induced de-
cay of PIDM particles are regions to the right of the verti-
cal lines for different values of dark-sector gauge coupling.
While the range of MX extends from (well) below 108 GeV
to '1017 GeV in the case of instantaneous reheating (ε = 1)
and αX ≤ 0.085, the parameter space is observed to shrink for
longer reheating duration and larger dark-sector gauge cou-
pling. With the current sensitivity, there are no longer pairs
of values (Hinf,MX ) satisfying Eq. (19) for (ε ≥ 0.01,αX ≥
0.10).

The allowed range of (ε,αX ) values is better appreciated in
Fig. 7 for three values of Hinf. All regions under the lines are
excluded. For Hinf = 109 GeV, the relic density can match the
present-day one provided that MX ranges between '1011 and
'1014 GeV, αX is less than '0.094, and the efficiency ε is
larger than '30%; otherwise the PIDM scenario cannot hold
to explain the (entire) DM content observed today in the uni-
verse. For larger values of Hinf, the allowed range of (ε,αX )
gets larger as well as the allowed range of MX . Larger values
of αX are possible on the condition of having ε larger than
' 0.13% (2.7%) for Hinf = 1013 GeV (1011 GeV). However,
note that the available parameter space shrinks significantly by
restricting the allowed mass range to high values. For the mass
of the PIDM particles to lie above MGUT for instance, the al-
lowed range of (ε,αX ) values then becomes (≥ 0.30,≤ 0.087)
for Hinf = 1013 GeV. Probing such a value of Hinf will be pos-
sible with the increased sensitivity to the tensor-to-scalar ra-
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Planckian-interactive massive particles as DM delineated for three
examples of Hinf. All regions under the lines are excluded.

tio through the B-mode polarisation of the cosmic microwave
background anisotropies in the next decade [86, 87]. In par-
allel, the sensitivity to UHE photons will also improve thanks
to the planned UHECR observatories [88, 89]. Hence the pa-
rameter space allowing for GUT scale masses will be explored
and could be either uncovered or significantly shrunk.

V. CONSTRAINTS FROM SM STABILITY DURING
INFLATION

As previously stated, the SM Higgs potential develops an
instability at large field value. As a consequence, the SM elec-
troweak vacuum does not correspond to minimum energy, but
to a metastable state. Still, a quantitative estimation of its rate
of quantum tunnelling into a lower energy state in flat space-
time leads to a lifetime comfortably larger than the age of the
universe [24, 35]. Such an astronomically-long lifetime is not
challenged in the cosmological context due to thermal fluc-
tuations allowing the decay when the temperature was high
enough [90]. Yet, it might be challenged due to large fluctu-
ations of free fields generated by the dynamics on a curved
background because of the presence of a non-minimal cou-

X
α

0.08 0.085 0.09 0.095 0.1 0.105

ξ

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2  = 0.01ε

 = 1ε = 0.1ε

conformal coupling

Figure 8. Constraints from vacuum stability in the PIDM scenario.
The excluded ranges of (ξ ,αX ) values for the scenario of Planckian-
interactive massive particles as DM is delineated for three examples
of ε – see text for details. For reference, the non-minimal value for
ξ expected from conformal theories is shown as the dashed line.

pling ξ between the Higgs field and the curvature of space-
time during the inflation period. In such a case, new degrees
of freedom at an intermediate scale below ΛI would be neces-
sary to stabilize the SM and the PIDM scenario would some-
how be invalidated.

The size of the field fluctuations aforementioned are crit-
ically determined by the Hubble rate parameter Hinf, which
governs the dynamics of the SM Higgs during inflation. The
requirement for the electroweak vacuum to maintain its astro-
nomical lifetime allows constraints between the non-minimal
coupling ξ and the Hubble rate Hinf in viable regions. Sta-
bility bounds have been derived in the (ξ ,Hinf) plane by ac-
counting for the curvature-dependent effective potential of the
Higgs up to one-loop order [36]. They can be propagated into
the (ξ ,αX ) plane. To do so, a scan in the variable αX is per-
formed. For each value of αX , the corresponding upper limit
on MX as obtained from Eq. (14) is used in Eq. (19) to deter-
mine the viable Hinf value, which is finally used to read the
associated range of allowed values for ξ from [36]. We show
the result of the analysis in Fig. 8 for three different values of
efficiency. For ε = 1, the lower-right region delineated by the
black curve is excluded. For ε = 0.1, the exclusion zone de-
lineated by the red curve is enlarged. Finally, for ε = 0.01, the
exclusion zone is delineated by the yellow curve: there are no
possible values in the region (ξ . 0.07,αX & 0.099) for the
PIDM scenario to hold.

For reference, the value of ξ = 1/6 that corresponds to
a conformally-invariant coupling is shown as the dashed
line. The experimental bounds from the LHC are |ξ | .
2.6×1015 [91].
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered a class of SHDM
scenarios in which the DM lifetime is stabilized due to having
no charges under SM interactions. In this case, DM may
interact with SM particles through instantons of a gauge
group describing the dark sector or only gravitationally. We
obtained constraints on the masses and couplings in such
PIDM scenarios by exploiting the limits placed on the flux of
UHE photons using the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
In this case, super-heavy particles with masses as large as the
GUT energy scale could be sufficiently abundant to match
the DM relic density, provided that the inflationary energy
scale is high (Hinf ∼ 1013 GeV) and the reheating efficiency
is high (so that reheating is quasi-instantaneous). This rules
out values of the dark-sector gauge coupling greater than
' 0.09. The mass values could however be smaller, relaxing
the constraints on the efficiency. For more moderate values
of ε , the need to avoid more than one bubble nucleation event
in the observable universe during inflation implies then that
the non-minimal coupling of the Higgs to the curvature is
more than a few percent. It is likely that the examples of
constraints inferred on models of dark sectors and physics
in the reheating epoch in the framework of inflationary
cosmologies only scratch the surface of the power of limits
on UHE photon fluxes to constrain physics otherwise beyond
the reach of laboratory experiments.
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